The Library has (or can get you) just what you need!

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH ASIA COLLECTIONS FOR YOU

NEW ONLINE RESEARCH RESOURCES

- **ABIA: South & Southeast Asian Art and Archaeology**: database of South & Southeast Asian prehistory, archaeology, art, crafts and architecture (early to contemporary), inscriptions and palaeography, coins and seals. Going back to 1928, ABIA is a standard reference in the fields, for specialists & students.

- **CEIC**: includes economic time series data on Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan & Sri Lanka.
  - see more South Asia databases [here](http://tinyurl.com/SA-Bobst)

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY BOOKS AND JOURNALS

- **Lhotshampa people of Bhutan: resilience and survival** (2016), Venkat Pulla (ed.)

- **Bangladesh cinema and national identity** (2015), Zakir Hossain Raju

- **Hyderabad: a graphic novel** (2014), Jai Undurti, Harsho Mohan Chattoraj (artist)

- **Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society** (1953-present)

- **BioScope South Asian screen studies** (2010-present)
  - see [Bobcat](http://tinyurl.com/SA-Bobst) for many more recently acquired books
  - see [here](http://tinyurl.com/SADocumentaries-NYU) for many more South Asia journals

Have research questions? Do your students need term paper help? Want an instruction session? Just contact me!

Your South Asia Research Guides: [South Asian Studies](http://tinyurl.com/SADocumentaries-NYU) and [South Asian Diaspora](http://tinyurl.com/SADocumentaries-NYU)  Bookmark them!